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“If Harry Potter were in the Old
Testament, he would have been
put to death.”
~ Jesus Camp

An Order of
News, to
Go Please!
By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull

It’s a hard job being a writer for
the Daily Bull. Long hours and
low pay, no health insurance,
and hardly any vacation time
makes it that much harder to
come up with great ideas for
articles. Should I go with quantity over quality, or vice versa?
After many long seconds of
thought, I decided it would be
best to go with 75% quantity
and 75% quality for a grand
total of 150% the effort. What
follows are a number of articles
that aren’t quite to real boys yet,
but are fine being little kids for
the time being.
Chemical Brothers Caught
Doing Crystal Method
The popular electronic band
The Chemical Brothers were
caught in the act of doing
their fellow DJs, The Crystal
Method, this past weekend.
Drugs were not a factor, and
it is believed that all four DJs
were completely willing in the
Big Beat Orgy. Chemical Tom
had this to say:
...see News on back

How To: Be Friends with Anyone
By Nathan Miller ~ Daily Bull

If there’s one thing I’ve learned from my
thousands of dollars in tuition, it’s that you
can be friends with just about anybody.
Look at me for instance. Now stop staring. I
mean, why would anyone want to be friends
with someone as insane, unique, clever,
terroristical, and downright dramatically
wonderful as me? I must be doing something right. I bet it’s because I’m a minority- a
minority of one.

wondering what the heck just happened.

Adding to the awesomeness is the fact that
I ski, and have been for a very long time.
I’d like to give a shout out to all my fellow
skiers who have stayed the course and not
strayed off into the realm of snowboarding.
Remember: we’re better than they are. They
have one board, and that’s all. We have two
skis, and two poles. Logically 5* beats 1,
so any snowboarders might as well give up
Proudly hailing from the great state of Penn- defending themselves and take up skiing.
sylvania, I truly am an outsider. Sure, there Case closed.
are people that are from other countries like
Asia or Africa, but people are expecting Course, then there’s the whole bit about me
them. They’re all over the place. We Penn- wanting to take over the world. Yeah, we’ve
sylvanians toss it up. It’s like BAM!, out of all read my other articles about my Super
nowhere you find out I’m from Pennsylvania, Bonds and everything, so I’m not gonna
and then you’re in shell shock. They’re all go there. I’m just reaffirming the fact that if
like, “Seriously, where is that place anyways? I survive long enough to be a world domiIt might as well be some weird country in nator, it’ll be totally insane. Yeah, you might
the Middle East or something.” They’re just be thinking to yourself, “Dude, this guy is
living in denial of the fact that they’re jealous messed up, he’ll never take over the world.
they don’t live there.
He can’t even take over West McNair.” Well
you’ll see. You’ll all see.
On top of not being from Michigan or states
just like Michigan, I use a Mac. Yeah, I’ve Oh yeah, by the way: it’s soda. I can’t let
heard just about every Mac/Apple com- the Axis of Evil win and call it pop, because
puter joke under the sun, and you know it’s definitely soda. Sure, this and probably
what? We’re still better than you. And you. this whole article is going to get a little
And you sitting there wondering why your disclaimer at the end saying how the Daily
friend is making death threats against me. Bull doesn’t support the plain truth, but it
Let me tell ya though; there’s no better ego had to be done. It’s soda, not pop. Just
booster than telling someone you’re better wanted to clarify.
than them. Try it sometime. You’ll feel great,
and whomever you just pwned will be left
...see How To on back

All those people in the picture died from eating
Peter Pan Peanut Butter...bad marketing stratagy...

Nathan Miller, Only Living
Daily Bull Member Alive!

Sometimes I am redundant sometimes

...How To from front

Now, if you were to do an eHarmony-like
scan of yourself and send it to me, you
would probably be surprised to find
out we are perfect matches, depending
on your gender and how many levels of
compatibility we are compatible with
being compatible on.

...News from front NASCAR Redesigns Tracks to Include “With these new changes in place, we a circle for hours on end.”

“Yeah, we were having some fun messing around with Crystal Method. World
man, I really liked when his finger was on
my buttons.”

Squares, Triangles
To compete with rival sports, Nascar has
redesigned its circuit of tracks to include
squares, triangles, pentagons, and the
hexagrams. Brian France, NASCAR’s

hope to see a ten-fold increase in the
number of crashes, and a four-fold increase in deaths by explosion,” explains
Mr. France. “Unlike baseball and golf, we
are no longer focused on keeping our

Added Chemical Ed, “We’d also like to
invite any other electronic or Trip-Hop
bands to get down, cuz there’s a party
So there you go Jimmy Jimmy. Even over here, so you might as well be here,
though people are wildly different or just where the people care.”
wild in general, you can still be friends
with them. It’s just a lot easier if you have It isn’t known how many other bands
a lot in common with them, or nothing at may take up the Chemical Brothers’ offer,
all. That way, you can agree to disagree, but Fatboy Slim confirmed he would be
and by some magical movie law, you will a no show. When reached his answerbecome best of friends and maybe fall in ing machine responded, “Fatboy Slim is
love. That or somebody gets killed, but fucking in heaven.”
nobody wants that to happen, so let’s
focus on the positive.
Local Man Loses Head
Over Lost Head
* 2+2=5
Pat Muldowney, and expert paint chipper and table grinder, recently lost his
head after losing his head. Thought to
have been missing for over three days,
Pat’s head is beginning cause Pat’s body
to lose its grip on reality.
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“Where is it?! I can’t believe you, you
rotten head! It’s all your fault for everything that ever happens!” Gurgles Pat’s
headless, walking corpse. “Now look
what you’ve done! We’ll never be able
to recover from a loss like this! C3P0
never had it this bad when he lost his
head in Episode V! If I don’t find you
in the next four and a half minutes, I’m
gonna blow you up! Better yet, I’ll
throw you off the MEEM! Yeah, that’s
what I’ll do!”

Pat’s body ’s lack of vision may be
hampering it’s attempts at re-acquiring
it’s head, as well as the fact it cannot
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
figure out how to leave Fisher or walk
buying our own damn printer that this publication
in a straight line. “To hell with seeing, all
is printed on. We would also like to thank the StuI need are my feet to kick around and Cardboard Monster, Crazy Jungle Cat escapes from Zoo
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.
connect with my face! Then I’ll find that
Advertising inquiries should be directed sucker and give him what he deserves!” CEO, hopes the change will increase the players alive for decades. We would
to ads@dailybull.net
said 90% of Mr. Muldowney.
excitement and violence that Americans prefer to have a higher driver-turnover
questions, comments & concerns
have come to expect from quality family rate, and thus more reasons to watch
should bedirected to bull@mtu.edu. Pat’s head declined to comment.
our sport other than to see cars drive in
entertainment.

“Plus, who doesn’t want to see cars
crushed into tiny pieces as the try to take
a sixty degree turn at 150 mph? I know
I do,” added Brian.
While some people may be against
higher numbers of driver fatalities, it
should be noted that in Great Britain, if
two teams are tied at the end of a match
of cricket, they are to battle each other
with their bats until a winner is declared,
typically through a last man standing/conscious eliminator.
Emeril Makes Last Bam!
Emeril Lagasse, world-renowned chef
and TV personality, made his last Bam!
before a live studio audience mid-February. In a show of culinary expertise,
Emeril managed to bake himself and
twelve others into a rutabaga pie, then
serve the delicacy to the audience.
“I always considered Emeril to be just
another chef, you know? It never occurred to me that he also was a magician,” says Annie Putman, Dining Services
Taste Tester and CIA spy. “I totally wasn’t
expecting him to cook himself in an oven
and then feed us him and part of his
staff. 5 stars.”
The rutabaga pie went on to feed a grand
total of 314 people, which included 79
hungry Ethiopians who happened to
be in the neighborhood. Though some
were opposed to what they called cannibalism, others were more than glad to
have their fair share of the pie.
“That was most delicious pie in the
history of pies,” claimed professional
doorknocker Chad Denkins. “I only wish
there were seconds. Or even thirds, so
I could bring some to my grandma in
Istanbul. She’d like that.”
Emeril’s last Bam! catapulted him well into
first place on the most famous chefs list,
and any other chefs that wish to take the
top spot are going to have to kick it up a
lot of notches to catch up.

